Lesson Preparation
Teachers often need to adapt, expand, or shorten printed Sunday School lessons to fit their individual teaching situations. The lesson format in Faith Connections Sunday School curriculum helps to make this process easy. Here are some steps to follow to prepare lessons that fit your classroom schedule, appeal to your students, and help meet their spiritual needs.* Prepare for the Quarter 1. Survey -When you receive your new materials for the quarter, quickly look through them. Note the themes and contents of the units. Glance at the unit introductions on pages 4-5 in the Teacher. Look also at Teacher Connections in the center of the book. 2. Prepare -· Separate all the Connections sheets or leaflets. Group them week-by-week and file them in file folders or pocket folders. · Do the same for the take-home papers (Celebrate, Adventures, Discoveries or Passport). · Duplicate and file Parent Connections for the quarter. · Prepare everything in the Resources packet for the quarter. This process will take several hours initially, but will save you lots of time as the quarter progresses. For extra fun, do this with a friend or group of teachers. Cluster items for each unit together in the envelope. 2. Ponder and Pray -During the week, think and pray about the lesson. · In light of the Bible Truth and Lesson Goals consider your students' spiritual needs. Ask, "What do I want them to learn from this lesson?" Your answer to this question will guide the process of choosing and adapting specific lesson activities. Find at least one point of relevance for each student. · Use the "Activities" descriptions in the Lesson Planner to familiarize yourself with the lesson activities. The "Activity Focus" column tells you which activities appeal to the various learning strengths of your students. · Make initial decisions about the activities that will (a) appeal most to your students, and (b) work best in your classroom situation. Check the Lesson Planner boxes by those activities. · Identify materials you may need to gather or purchase. See "Curriculum Resources" and "Other Materials" in the Lesson Planner. · Pray for your students, their families, and the lesson. · Practice telling the Bible Story if this is the presentation method you will be using.
Prepare for a Unit

Prepare the Lesson -
· Choose the activities you want to use from Attention Getters, Bible Explorations, and Connections to Life. Decide whether the activities will work as written, or whether there are adjustments you need to make for your situation. · Plan enough activities to fill your class time plus one or two more, "just in case." · Even if time is short, choose at least one activity from each lesson section. This provides a balanced lesson. If you're not sure which activities to choose, see the marked activities in the "Lesson Xpress" for suggestions. · Prepare all materials needed. They are listed in the You'll need section of each activity and in the Lesson Planner. · Practice using any visuals that go with the Bible story. · Try to complete your preparation before bedtime on Saturday night.
Teach the Lesson -
· Arrive before the first student. Have materials and activities ready to begin. · Enjoy the lesson with your students. · Be ready to adjust your plans on the spot as needed if students raise questions or other needs arise. Be prepared to lead a child to Christ using the salvation ABCs if the child is ready to respond.
5 Evaluate the Lesson -As soon as possible after teaching, decide what worked, what needed modification, and what didn't work. Use this as a guide for future planning.
Plan Next
Week's Lesson -Early in the week, begin again to preview, pray, and plan to make next Sunday a successful experience.
* Beginning in September 2006, Sunday School Curriculum, in cooperation with NPH/WordAction, will begin releasing new Sunday School curriculum on a graduated scale. Some of the terminology used in this lessonplanning explanation may change in the new materials, but the basic principles will still apply.
